SamKnows RealSpeed
Poor home Wi-Fi is the cause of over 50% of all
complaints to ISP care teams. RealSpeed is our
solution to measure performance at the router and
compare it side by side to performance on a device
over Wi-Fi. The application can help you understand
how your Wi-Fi performance varies around the home
and troubleshoot common problems without having
to contact your ISP.
Coming soon feature:
LAN monitor will track the environment for every
device connected to the home network.
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SamKnows RealSpeed
Testing

Router download speed test

Device download speed test

• Icon indicates the type of Agent. Whitebox or
a SamKnows enabled router.

• Displays the download speed to the device.
Icon changes depending on what type of
device is detected, e.g. phone or computer.

• Test starts automatically and the
measurement results are streamed back to
browser.

Connection details
• View which service provider being tested.
• Shows location of the test server.

About
• Read more information about the test and tips
to improve the accuracy of the test.

• Test starts automatically after the router test
finishes.

Additional tests
• Click to run the upload and latency test. The
tests will run after the download test is
finished.
• Click the round restart button above to repeat
the test once the test has finished.

Frequently asked questions
• Shows a list of expandable questions and
answers.
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SamKnows RealSpeed
When initialising a test you may encounter one of these notifications

Multiple test agents found on the network
When there are multiple SamKnows enabled routers
or Whiteboxes on the same network, the user must
choose which test agent to test against by
selecting it from the dropdown list.

Something went wrong
Generic error if something unforeseen happened.

Can't run tests

No compatible routers are found

Shows when there is no tests configured to run on
the agents via the test schedule.

RealSpeed will not run if there are no SamKnows
enabled routers or Whiteboxes available on the
network. Check that your device is connected to
the same network and is turned on.

Your SamKnows enabled device is oﬀline

Another test is running

Your router doesn’t work with RealSpeed

If the test agent is already running a scheduled test
or a previous RealSpeed test, you will see a busy
notification. Once a test has started, you can not
interrupt it until it is finished. Give it a minute then
try again.

We found a device via discovery but we can't run
tests on it
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We found a device via discovery but it's offline.
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SamKnows RealSpeed
Testing

Test running
A RealSpeed test runs in two parts: part one measures the router speed while
part two measures the device speed. Testing for the device speed
automatically begins after the router speed test has finished.
Show more metrics

During the test, measurement data is sent from the test agent to the browser.
As the tests run, the numbers are greyed out. When the test is complete, the
final results are in black. A blue bar underneath the numbers indicate the
test’s progress.
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SamKnows RealSpeed
Additional tests

Tests to device
Button

Show more metrics

• Displays the results from the upload and
latency tests to the device.
• Upload and latency tests to the device start
automatically after the router tests finish.
• There is no packet loss on the device test
because it's not technically possible on a
browser-based test.

Tests to router
• Displays the results from the upload and
latency tests to the router.
• The latency test includes the packet loss and
jitter metrics.
Show less metrics

Minimise view
• Click to hide the additional tests
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SamKnows RealSpeed
Mobile version

Perfect for testing room by room
RealSpeed is a responsive site and works just the same on a mobile device as
desktop computer. Mobile users of RealSpeed also get the additional device
limits functionality, explained on the next slide.
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SamKnows RealSpeed
Mobile version

Mobile device limits
Due to hardware and software configurations, mobile devices have a
maximum speed limit. Often these limits can be below the available speed
you’re trying to test, obscuring the real speed. These figures aren’t published
or readily available, so SamKnows uses machine learning to sift through our
vast dataset of previous tests to create a database of device limits. We need a
minimum sample of results before we can display a device limit.
If a test result looks like it has been limited by the hardware, not the available
speed on the network, we notify the user.
Examples:
• iPhone 11 limit: 930 Mbps
• iPhone 7 limit: 476 Mbps
• iPad mini 2nd Gen limit: 150 Mbps
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SamKnows RealSpeed
Step 1 router test schematic

RealSpeed

Trigger Testing API

Trigger Testing Controller

Router Test Agent

Test Server

RealSpeed authenticates itself
and retrieves a list of test
agents on the network. If
multiple agents are found, the
user is prompted to select one.

Provides a web sockets interface to
communicate with the controller. This
allows us to stream measurement
data securely back to RealSpeed.
Globally distributed across our
servers.

Acts is a hub for all nearby test
agents. It is globally distributed
across our servers, nearest one is
chosen.

Test agents could be either the
SamKnows Router SDK or a
SamKnows Whitebox. It initiates the
core metrics tests to the nearest test
server.

Test servers are globally distributed,
the nearest one is chosen to test
against.

Auto start

Authenticate
client

Available agents

Trigger a test

Sends test
request

Sends to client

Receive test
results

Select if multiple

Realtime results
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Run test

Run test
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SamKnows RealSpeed
Step 2 device test schematic

RealSpeed

Device Test Agent

Test Server

The device test starts
automatically after the router
test has finished.

Test agents could be any internet
enable device with a browser.

Test servers are globally distributed,
the nearest one is chosen to test
against.

Auto start

Run test

Run test

Realtime results
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